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Bundy was a cunning and 
charming psychopath who 
kidnapped, raped, and 
murdered more than 30 
women in seven states 
between 1974 and 1978 and 
during his killing spree 
throughout the 1970s. 
Some believe he may have 
killed up to 100 women in 
the United States

Nearly all of Bundy’s victims resembled his first 
girlfriend who he met at the University of Washington . 
(She was white and slim, with long, dark hair.) Most of 
them were pretty and educated.

When the girlfriend eventually ended things, Bundy 
said he had a desire to get “some sort of revenge” on 
her. This led psychologists to speculate that his killings 
were spurred by the ending of  the relationship.

While most of his victims were between the ages of 15-
30 years old, Bundy also confessed or was proven to 
have abducted and killed a 12 year old girl from her 
middle school and a 13 year old girl (who looked older 
than she was and matched the profile of other victims.)



John Douglas also observed that 
the serial predator trains himself 
to sense weakness, vulnerability, 
anything that makes that one 
woman or girl “a more likely or 
preferable victim than the others. 
It is part of the hunter’s essential 
psychic makeup.”

Bundy’s unique combination of charm, 
good looks and a keen intellect 
concealed a cold-blooded, psychopathic 
personality which made Bundy a very 
effective and prolific serial killer—
almost a perfect killing machine ,
likened to being a “shark.”

Once by the car, he would then bludgeon 
them unconscious before binding, 
raping, and killing them and dumping 
their bodies in a remote location in the 
woods.



Bundy develops a technique to lull his victims into a false sense of security



Bundy was a so-called 
power/control serial killer. The 
primary motivation of such a 
killer is to dominate his victims. 
Bundy enjoyed tor turing his prey 
and found it sexually arousing, 
but it was the act of murder that 
was his most satisfying and final 
expression of power and control 
over his victims. Bundy observed 
that the “ultimate possession was 
in fact the taking of the life and 
then the physical possession of 
the remains.” 

Bundy would often revisit the disposal sites 
to have sex with the  decaying corpses. In 
some cases, Bundy would decapitate his 
victims and keep their skulls in his 
apartment, sleeping beside his trophies.

Bundy also kept souvenirs or trophies from 
his crimes. They served to sustain and 
refuel his violent and sexual fantasies. 
E.g., when Ted Bundy was asked why he 
took Polaroid photos of his victims he said, 
“When you work hard to do something 
right, you don’t want to forget it.”



"Co-Ed Killer" Edmund Kemper brutally murdered at least 10 people in 
California during the 1960s and '1970s. Kemper stood at a towering
6' 9", weighed nearly 300 pounds, and had an IQ of 145.
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Known as the Co-ed Kil ler for his penchant 
for young college girls, Kemper's mother 
would keep him locked in a cellar as a youth, 
where he would steal his sister's dolls 
without his mother's knowledge and 
dismember them.
He would cut their heads, legs and arms off -
like what he he would later do with real 
women.
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Kemper’s homicides ended
with the homicide and 
destruction of his mother’s 
remains

“[My victims] represented not 
what my mother was, but what 
she liked, what she coveted, 
what was important to her, 
and I was destroying it."

Kemper’s last victims were his 
mother and her female 
neighbor. He performed 
appalling acts on his mother’s 
remains.



Examples of other serial killers who preyed on college-aged women or 
other vulnerable victims:
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Over 20 killers have used the ruse of photography to entrap their victims
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Alcala was also an excellent example of a serial killer who kept 
“mementoes” or trophies of his crimes
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The progress in forensic investigation including touch DNA and 
analysis of bite marks led to the downfall and conviction of 
Alcala and other serial killers.
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And what does the future hold in terms of closing unsolved homicides?
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Other Forensic Developments
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Forensic Developments Continued
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